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Abstract

Neuronopathic Gaucher disease (nGD) has a very wide clinical and genotypic

spectrum. However, there is no consensus definition of nGD, including no

description of how best to diagnostically separate the acute form—Gaucher

type 2—from the subacute or chronic form—Gaucher type 3. In this article, we

define the various forms of Gaucher disease with particular emphasis on the

presence of gaze palsy in all patients with nGD. This consensus definition will

help in both clinical diagnosis and appropriate patient recruitment to upcom-

ing clinical trials.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Gaucher disease is an inherited autosomal recessive
lysosomal storage disease that is diagnosed in patients
with both reduced activity of acid β-glucosidase and
mutations in the GBA1 gene.1 Clinically, Gaucher dis-
ease is classified into three major forms based upon the
absence or presence and rate of progression of neuro-
logical manifestations. The most common form in the
Western world is Gaucher disease type 1 (GD1). It is
distinguished by the lack of early onset central nervous
system (CNS) involvement characteristic of the other
two traditional clinical forms of neuronopathic
Gaucher disease (nGD). The nGD forms are Gaucher
disease type 2 (GD2) and Gaucher disease type
3 (GD3). GD2 is the acute neuronopathic form, which
does not have an ethnic predilection and has an early
onset CNS involvement, typically manifesting in the
first 6 months of life and leading to death by age
2 years, although patients may live up to age 4 years or
beyond with supportive medical care. GD3, or the
chronic neuronopathic form, has a slightly later onset,
CNS symptoms typically manifesting months to years
after birth, and has a much slower neurological pro-
gression than is seen in GD2. Distinguishing GD2 from
GD3 before age 2 years can be challenging in some
cases.2 In non-European countries such as Japan,
China, Taiwan, Korea, India, Pakistan and Egypt, GD3
is the predominant form of Gaucher disease.3–5 In all
three forms of Gaucher disease there is considerable
phenotypic-genotypic heterogeneity rendering it diffi-
cult to predict Gaucher type based solely upon geno-
type, with the exception that the presence of even one
p.Asn409Ser allele (previously known as N370S)
excludes the diagnosis of nGD.

Specific therapy for the non-neurological (systemic)
manifestations of GD1 and GD3 has been made possible
by the introduction of enzyme replacement therapy
(ERT) and more recently substrate reduction therapy
(SRT) for GD1. However, these therapies do not pene-
trate the brain and therefore have no effect on the neuro-
logical aspects of GD2 or GD3. Consequently, treatment
trials of novel therapies that cross the blood-brain barrier,
such as brain penetrant SRT, pharmacological chaper-
ones, and intrathecal gene therapy are in development or
in advanced planning stages.

Since only patients with GD2 or GD3 can be included
in clinical trials for nGD, it is important to establish

specific defining features of nGD. Currently, there is no
agreement on a definition of nGD, other than one by
exclusion (“the presence of neurological involvement in a
patient with biochemically proven Gaucher disease, for
which there is no explanation other than Gaucher dis-
ease”6) This lack of clarity has impeded the design of,
and recruitment to, global patient registries and clinical
trials. This is in part due to the broad spectrum of associ-
ated clinical phenotypes, and to the fact that phenotypes
vary in different regions and ethnicities. Moreover, some-
times the defining oculomotor abnormality only mani-
fests at later ages.

Our goal is to present a consensus definition of nGD
by inclusion of criteria that will allow uniform patient
recruitment to treatment trials and registries in different
countries across the globe.

2 | DEFINITION OF NGD

2.1 | Required criteria

• Acid β-glucosidase deficiency and bi-allelic GBA1 gene
pathogenic variants.

• Gaze palsy, predominantly horizontal, with slow or
absent saccades.7,8 The gaze palsy is usually supra-
nuclear but may progress to become nuclear. Supra-
nuclear gaze palsy is a conjugate gaze limitation (slow
saccades) that can be overcome by smooth pursuit or
by the vestibulo-ocular reflex (Video S1. There is often
an associated limitation of abduction (likely due to
sixth nerve paresis) with unilateral or more frequently
bilateral esotropia (“convergent squint”). Smooth pur-
suit is often clinically normal (Video S2) but may
become limited by sixth nerve paresis and may pro-
gress to complete gaze palsy in the most advanced dis-
ease stages, particularly in GD2 patients. Examination
by a neuro-ophthalmologist may be useful to identify
gaze palsy in nGD.

Ascertaining the presence of gaze palsy is almost
always feasible at the bedside and should be performed
in a standardised manner (Video S1). Gaze palsy is also
evident when the patient is asked to turn around rapidly,
revealing an ocular “lag” (Video S3). Patients may blink
or use head thrusts in an attempt to compensate for the
dysfunctional saccadic mechanism. This is often the first
observed manifestation of GD3 and can occur in early
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childhood before abnormal horizontal saccades are
recognised.

2.1.1 | Clarification of terminology

The term oculomotor apraxia or saccadic initiation fail-
ure is often used to describe the gaze palsy in nGD. How-
ever, true gaze apraxia, also known as Cogan ocular
motor apraxia, does not occur in nGD.9 It is characterised
by inability or difficulty initiating a saccade, but when
the saccade is initiated (eg, using head thrusts) it is of
normal velocity. Difficulty initiating a saccade in nGD is
always associated with a low saccade velocity. Therefore,
these terms should not be used. The correct term is gaze
palsy, either horizontal or vertical.

3 | OTHER NEUROLOGICAL
FEATURES THAT MAY BE PRESENT

• Gaze palsy may be an isolated finding in GD3 or coex-
ist with other neurological abnormalities that might
include widely variable cognitive impairment that
develops in childhood with relative sparing of speech
and language10; motor and coordination deficits such
as ataxia; hyperreflexia without a pyramidal syndrome;
tremor (mostly cerebellar or action tremor, dysmetria);
partial complex or generalised seizures; stridor; dys-
phagia; dysarthria; dystonia; oppositional defiant
behavioural abnormalities,11 and progressive myo-
clonic epilepsy.12 Rapid neurological decline does not
occur in GD3 except in individuals with the progres-
sive myoclonic epilepsy variant.

4 | FEATURES SUGGESTIVE
OF NGD

In the presence of enzymatic and genetic diagnosis of
Gaucher disease, be alert to the possibility of late appear-
ance of gaze palsy in a patient with neurological abnor-
malities described above.

• Background slowing on EEG, sometimes with epilep-
togenic activity, is often observed in nGD.

• Homozygosity of the p.Leu483Pro GBA1 variant (previ-
ously known as L444P) is often associated with GD3.

• A number of non-neurological clinical abnormalities
are much more common in patients with GD3 on
established ERT. These include: thoracic kyphosis with
or without scoliosis with no evidence of vertebral body
collapse; proliferation of lipid-laden macrophages in a

number of compartments “escaping” the effect of ERT
(eg, Gaucheromas; mesenteric lymphadenopathy; infil-
trative lung disease and vitreous opacities).

• Cardiac valvular and aortic calcifications, hydrocepha-
lus, corneal opacity (only in p.Asp448His/p.Asp448His-
previously known as D409H/D409H).

5 | FEATURES THAT EXCLUDE
THE DIAGNOSIS OF NGD

• Presence of p.Asn409Ser (previously known as N370S)
variant.

6 | DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES
OF GD2

• Onset of neurological deficits by age 6 months*
(in GD3 they appear at a later age).13

• Supranuclear gaze palsy/convergent squint*.
• Rapid neurological deterioration over months in the

first 2 years of life*.
• Severe stridor and apnoea at some point, frequently

necessitating tracheostomy by age 2 years*.
• Feeding difficulties due to abnormal swallowing often

requiring tube feedings.14

• Development of spasticity, opisthotonus and/or pro-
gressive myoclonic epilepsy by age 2 years.

• Failure to achieve independent gait (GD3 always
achieve independent gait).

• Death by age 4 years except when extreme life support
measures are applied.

• Patients with neurological symptoms that straddle
GD2 and GD3 exist.2

• GD2 can present in the perinatal period with hydrops
fetalis or congenital ichthyosis.13

*Necessary and defining criteria.

7 | ON THE OTHER HAND

• Common intercurrent neurological abnormalities in
the absence of gaze palsy should not be consid-
ered nGD.

• Adult-onset, isolated Parkinson disease, multiple sys-
tem atrophy and dementia with Lewy bodies are not
features of nGD. Rather, GBA1 mutations are a risk
factor for developing these neurodegenerative diseases.

We believe that efforts to evaluate patients in greater
depth will aid our ability to refine such categorisation
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and phenotypic descriptions in the future using a combi-
nation of longitudinal clinical evaluations and genetic
and demographic data to refine the broad spectrum of
nGD currently described.
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